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INTRODUCTION

COVID PEEPS

Covid Peeps is a community based project. A unique NFT 
collection designed to document and give recognition to 
the everyday people impacted by Covid-19 throughout the 
world in the form of digital assets in the metaverse.

The life-changing effects that Covid-19 had on the world 
will be preserved as digital art NFTs in the form of Covid 
Peeps so that we can always look back on how this virus 
changed our lives forever. 

This collection also allows future generations to look back 
and understand the unique ways people coped with this 
global pandemic through NFTs. A piece of digital history 
in the metaverse.
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COVID PEEPS

Each Covid Peep has something entirely unique about 
themselves, whether it be their clothing, actions, 
description, etc. Leaving each owner holding something 
they only have access to. Covid Peeps is made to be a 
relatable NFT collection, having a Peep for almost every 
situation during the pandemic, strengthening our bond 
with the community.  

Covid Peeps will also have various characters 
representing and honouring critical figures in society 
that helped dramatically improve the living conditions 
the world went through while enduring the pandemic. 
For example, Doctor Peeps, Nurse Peeps, Carer Peeps 
etc., all with the key aim of giving respect and 
recognition to these helping hands in the form of NFTs 
as well as holding a position in the digital economy. In 
addition, Covid Peeps will also come with lucrative 
features that will give holders access to future NFT 
drops, access to Peeps gaming tournaments and much 
more!

Thus, Covid Peeps is a collection designed to ensure 
future generations can have access to something that 
holds monetary value and educational value. 

PURPOSE
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COVID PEEPS

ABOUT 

Covid Peeps stands out from other NFT collections as the 
main focus is the community. We will be holding 
discussions, activities and events as the project unfolds. 
Most importantly every Covid Peeps holder will be entitled 
to benefits including the monthly Covid Peeps  Giveaways 
and unlimited access to the Peeps Gaming Platform.

5% of all sales made on Opensea will be distributed to the 
tournaments and giveaways outlined below. Every month, 3 
Covid Peeps members will be selected randomly for prize 
giveaways. We want all holders to have a fair opportunity 
to earn prizes. 

This also gives all Covid Peeps NFTs incredible value as 
the only way to be part of the community and a part of the 
monthly giveaways is to be holding a Covid Peep's NFT. 

COMMUNITY & BENEFITS
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COVID PEEPS

Prizes will be given away monthly to Covid Peeps 
members. Winners will be selected based on their 
community engagement across all Peeps Social media 
pages. 

Winners will be announced on the Peeps Official website 
front page and all winners have 48 hours to claim their 
prizes via contacting the team, at 
EnchantedNfts@gmail.com. 

Please note: Winner must be in possession of a Covid Peeps NFT during the 

announcement period.

COMMON VS LEGENDARY PEEPS

Whilst 5000 Covid Peeps will fall under the "Common" 
rarity category, there will also be 55 Ultra rare Covid 
Peeps that will be released after the mint, stay tuned on 
our discord and other platforms for more information 
regarding their role in the Peeps Official world. 

A legendary Covid Peep also has a golden appearance and 
stands out from the standard Covid Peeps NFTs. Users will 
be able to mint these legendary NFTs on our launch date. 
These Legendary NFTs will come with extra benefits.

Each legendary peep will give holders more points on the 
Peeps Gaming platform.

MONTHLY GIVEAWAY SYSTEM
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COVID PEEPS

NON-PROFIT

Covid Peeps powered by the EnchantedNFTs team will 
also be donating 5% of profits from the NFT sale to a 
mental health organization to help those who suffered 
during this pandemic. We’re dedicated to giving back to 
the global community through this unique collection.

Charity Organization: MHA America
Website: www.mhanational.org

Contact: America Paredes
Email: aparedes@mhanational.org
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COVID PEEPS

COVID PEEPS STRUCTURE
Covid Peeps consists of 3 main waves, as of now we’re actively 
developing wave 1. Wave 1 will consist of 5555 Covid peeps split 
into 10 categories.

The 10 Covid Peeps Categories are as follows;

CATEGORY 1: Front Line Workers 
CATEGORY 2: Fashion Icons
CATEGORY 3: Gym Fanatics 
CATEGORY 4: The symptoms’ 
CATEGORY 5: Conspiracy Theorists 
CATEGORY 6: The Lazy Lockdown 
CATEGORY 7: Lockdown Rebels
CATEGORY 8: The Hobbyists 
CATEGORY 9: Serial Shoppers 
CATEGORY 10: Isolators 

Currently if a Covid Peep is infected with the virus it is the 
original virus. Later in development, we’re looking into ways 
you could purposely infect your Peep with a variant strand of 
Covid and mutate the Peep with a new form.
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PEEPS GAMING PLATFORM

Innovative Games - Leadership boards - Amazing Prizes

There will be a collaboration with Peeps Gaming. Peeps 
Gaming is a gaming platform which allows all owners of Covid 
Peeps NFTs to participate in touraments and win prizes. 

The first game to be launched in Peeps Gaming is Billiards 
(Snooker). Upon Minting, all NFT  holders will be given a 
unique code that gives them access to special privileges in 
⦁ Peeps Gaming including lifetime access to the Peeps Gaming
Tournaments & Arenas. At the end of every month prizes will 
be given out to the top players on the leadership boards. 

Whilst the Peeps Gaming will be open to the public, only 
NFT holders will be eligible for monthly prizes.
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ROAD MAP
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COVID PEEPS

NFT COLLECTIONS
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The Peeps Team:
Peeps Official and Covid Peeps registered to

Enchanted NFTs PTY LTD.

Sydney NSW, Australia 2000

Please contact us if you have any questions, 

enchantednfts@gmail.com

Discord: 
https://discord.gg/vmah98GYHNQ

Twitter:
https://twitter.com/CovidPeeps

Websites:

http://www.peepsofficial.com 

http://www.peepsgaming.com 

http://www.enchantednfts.com

SOCIAL
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